
Proof idea
We can simulate the complete execution of a Turing machine M = (Q,𝜮,ẟ,q0,F)
over an input w. Encoder holds w, decoder’s self-attention simulates 
M’s tape indexing and reading. Our construction needs:

- Positional encodings as rational numbers of arbitrary precision
- Residual connections, hard attention, and piecewise-linear activations

Turing completeness of modern neural networks
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Layer 1: Point-wise feed forward + residuals

Layer 2: Self attention + residuals

Layer 3: Self attention + residuals + output
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Layer 1: two-layer feed-forward 
network to simulate M’s transition function

 
ẟ(q(t),s(t)) = (q(t+1),v(t),dir(t))

Layer 2: Attention layer to compute 
the cell c(t+1)  to which M’s head is 
going to be pointing at time t+1 as

c(t+1) = ∑ dir(i)

Layer 3: Attend exactly to the last 
time k in which M’s head was pointing to 
cell c(t+1) and let s(t+1) = v(k)

Main Theorem
Transformers are 
Turing complete

Construction  for 
the Main Theorem …….

auto regression
to continue with 
the computation

Theorem
Uniform Neural GPUs are Turing complete

The proof is reminiscent from Siegelman & Sontag’s (1995) 
Turing completeness for RNNs. Our construction needs:

- Arbitrary precision for internal representations
- Bidimensional input tensors, zero padding and piecewise-linear activations

(consistent with Freivalds & Liepins’ (NAMPI’18) simplification of Neural GPUs)

Proposition With circular padding we lost Turing-completeness
Proposition With finite precision we lost Turing-completeness
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Proposition With finite precision we lost Turing-completeness 
Conjecture Without residual connections we lost Turing-completeness
Proposition Without positional encodings Transformers are no more

expressive than order-invariant Finite Automata

We study the computational power of two 
modern NN architectures:

Transformers (Vaswani et al. NIPS’17)
based on the self-attention mechanism, and 

Neural GPUs (Kaiser & Sutskever ICLR’16) 
based on gated-recurrent convolutions.


